Wounded Warriors

Building a Bridge to the Past:
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NSSAR’s Operation
Ancestor Search Program
ancestors served on both sides of the
Civil War and also in the
Revolutionary War.
Capt. Brad Mellinger began
working with OAS as he was finishing
nearly four years of therapy for
injuries sustained after being shot by a
sniper in Iraq. The skills and resources
Mellinger received through the
program allowed him to trace his
lineage to the Revolutionary War.
After completing his therapy and
returning to his unit, Mellinger sent a
message to OAS that said, “Knowing
the family stories can help increase the
honor in one’s name just by knowing
how you came to be, where you are
now, and the sacrifices from those
who came before you.”
Operation Ancestor Search’s
success is due to the dedication of
compatriot volunteers and outside
supporters. Ancestry.com has been the
largest benefactor to OAS by providing
access to its databases and numerous
other genealogy resources. “We are
extremely grateful for the help that
Ancestry.com has provided with this
important initiative,” said Compatriot
Brock Bierman, co-chair of the
NSSAR’s OAS program. “I can see
firsthand how their resources have
impacted the research efforts of our
participants. The Wounded Warriors
have seen a lot of ‘wow’ moments
during their research and this is
directly related to Ancestry.com’s
help.”
Other organizations such as Fold3
(formerly Footnote) and the National
Archives and Records Administration
also have supported the program.
Fold3 provides access to its resources
for the program participants. The
National Archives has provided
genealogy material and allowed its
archivists to provide training at the
work sessions. Archivist Connie Potter
of the National Archives has attended
several of the programs at Walter Reed
and provided training on the National
Archives’ genealogy holdings and
records related to the Civil War.
“The success of Operation Ancestor

Search has quickly exceeded the
original expectations,” Bedell said.
“But as the program grows, it is clear
that we have barely scratched its
potential.” The NSSAR Operation
Ancestor Search Committee is actively
researching potential expansion

locations for the next OAS program. If
your chapter is interested in starting
an Operation Ancestor Search program
at a local military medical facility, or if
you are interested in working with the
National Committee, contact Bedell at
oas@dcssar.org.

Right, documentation for a land grant for an
ancestor of Capt. Samuel Hoffman’s who served in
the Revolutionary War
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